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Committee Introductions #8 

Megan Wackrow 

I was born in the 60’s... well that isn’t quite right. My mother would have had to 

have been with child for several years! 

I was actually born in the latter part of the 50’s in Taumarunui. My father was 

born on a farm just outside of there and we lived there until I was 10. My father 

was an accountant and my mother a nurse. We were raised in a fairly strict 

Roman Catholic home and went to the local convent. At one stage I was pretty 

keen on becoming a nun. That may not have gone well... 

When I was 10, and my precious father was dying, we moved to New Plymouth 

to be nearer medical specialists and mum’s family. Dad died soon after. My 

mother never remarried so our tight knit family comprised my mother, lovely 

brother and me. Mum died last year aged 94. 

I always had a strong desire to study law. I have always had a keen sense of 

justice and fair play and the academic stimulus of law appealed. 

I studied law at Victoria University and loved (almost) every moment of the 

degree. In 1980 I was admitted to the Bar and returned to a law firm in New 

Plymouth. For those first few years I practised in the litigation areas – criminal, 

civil and family law. There were challenging times. Ultimately, on a train 

travelling over the beautiful Rockies in Canada in autumn, I realised that I could 

not remain in the litigation area. Particularly with criminal law, I felt that I was 

simply a cog in the wheel of the justice system. Of course, our legal system is 

essential but I did not believe I was really making a difference and that 

frustrated me. Almost every probation report I read said the same things – 

shocking upbringings with abuse and poverty leading ultimately to crime. Time 

and again I would act for clients, only to see them return after further criminal 

behaviour. 

Consequently, I moved to Hamilton to a law firm where I commenced 

practising law in non litigation areas. I was a lawyer for 33 years specialising in 

asset planning, trusts, wills, retirement villages and other allied areas. 

My bridge ‘career’ began in New Plymouth in 1981. Mum had learned bridge at 

a young age but had never really played much so we went to lessons together 

and learned Acol. We had a fantastic teacher, the late John Martin, and both 

very quickly developed a passion for the game. Mum was a very strong player 

and played regularly at the New Plymouth Bridge Club until she was 90ish. 

At the Hamilton Bridge Club in the early 90’s I met the lovely Chris Andrews. 

We formed a partnership both at bridge and in life. We have now been in a 

partnership for 26 years and married in 2014 after the law changed to enable 

this. 
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Chris and I made a decision in 2013 to leave our respective professions (Chris 

being an extremely busy accountant and CFO of a company) and move to our 

Whangamata beach property to have some quality ‘time out’. Due to work 

commitments we stopped playing bridge altogether for 10 years. We finally 

started playing again at Whangamata and quickly regained our passion for the 

game. We are forever grateful to the Whangamata Bridge Club for developing 

our renewed love of the game. 

In August 2015 we moved to Mt. Maunganui. We realised we were city girls at 

heart and wanted to remain coastal. We have a lovely home in the Bayfair area. 

Chris works part time as an accountant and I am fortunate enough to be the 

home person. Not having a work routine is wonderful. 

The Tauranga Bridge Club is fantastic. So many members put (and have no 

doubt in the past put) so much effort into the smooth running of the club. The 

atmosphere is caring and inclusive. Hopefully my bridge will slowly but surely 

improve!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Megan as a very cute baby! 

 

Overseas representation 

How lucky we are as a club to have some of our members playing in overseas 

tournaments. The experience and depth of bridge knowledge they bring to the 

table makes us very fortunate. Jo and Sam Simpson recently played in the 

European Bridge Championships and I asked them to write an article for 

Finesse on their experiences.  

 

Bridge travels – Auckland Italy and Beyond 

Back in March we were asked to join a mixed team to play in the European 

Bridge Championships. 
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After some discussion (not that much actually) we decided to venture off and 

join Vivien and Michael Cornell along with Tom and Steph Jacob in 

Montecatini Italy for the Mixed Teams and Mixed Pairs. 

On the way we decided we should practice by way of playing in Auckland at 

Queens Birthday – a successful decision coming in 4th in the Pairs and winning 

the Teams thanks to Jo’s brilliant bidding and of course Sam’s brilliant play (he 

actually never even played a card claiming at trick one). This grand slam was 

the difference between first and second – it kept Jo amused for the whole trip. 

Sam                                                                   Jo 

Spades Kxxx                                                     AQJxxx 

Hearts AJxx                                                      KQx         

Diamonds Kxx                                                  AJ 

Clubs Ax                                                            xx 

 

Sam opened a 12-15 NT and Jo, after relaying the complete hand and now 

knowing Sam’s complete shape and which A’s and K’s he had, bid 7 Spades. Jo 

knew that we were only missing the KC and that if Sam didn’t have the J Hearts 

or they didn’t break 3/3 then he could still finesse the Diamond for the club 

pitch. They only reached 6 Spades at the other table. 

After long flights, layovers and a bit of Italian driving (always good for the 

nerves) we arrived in Montecatini, Tuscany, Italy and found our way to the 

venue (more about that later) 

First up the Mixed Teams. 10 Rounds of ten Boards Swiss to get the top 16 and 

we were in for the first match (with six in the team there were starting options). 

Nothing startling, just very tough competition so no mistakes allowed. 

After the end of day one we are sitting 5th and we had played 3 of the 5 

matches. 

Michael our captain decided we should once again 

start the next day. He then just casually mentioned we 

had to play the Helgness team. Now, that name 

sounded familiar… it was actually a combination of 

Geir Helgemo (world #1) and his normal partner at 

the other table Tor Helness (world #2) and just to cap 

it off we were to play on BBO for our first ever time! 

Let the nerves settle and frighten Geir by asking for a 

photo op and off we go. 

First blood to Jo and Sam on the first board with Sam finding the lead to score 2 

tricks instead of only one at the other table. Tor, the World # 2 didn’t make the 
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same lead. What was the best lead? Have a look at the hand below and see if 

you can choose the correct lead before finding the answer at the bottom.  

Sam’s hand was x, xxx, Axxxx, Kxxx  

The auction, uncontested by us, was a Game Force bid followed by multiple 

Spade bids to 4 Spades. This did not really give Sam much help. So, your lead 

to hold the contract to 5 and that all impressive first imp? 

We came out of our room feeling very happy but a bit of bad luck at the other 

table meant a loss by 20 imps to 3 – still a fantastic experience. (Actually won 

the match on point a board scoring 3-2) 

Going into the last match we were placed in 20th so a small win would see us 

into the top 16 – alas no fairy tales and a rather large loss saw us fall to 34th. 

We were however, very happy with our play and hoped to carry it over to the 

pairs.  

We started off with a 53% but it was all downhill from there and we finished 

well down the field. Still, we got to play some of the top players in the world 

including both Tor and Geir again along with Alfredo Versace and numerous 

other big name international players. 

We mentioned the venue – about a month before the event the organisers 

decided, for one reason or another, to shift the venue out into the country. The 

new venue was 10 mins away by car and in a large marquee with noisy wooden 

floors and incompetent air conditioning. This was not great considering 

Tuscany was hitting mid to high 30s every day. There were some collapses due 

to the heat, including our teammate Steph half way through the Point a Board 

Teams (hence finishing second to last, only having played 3 of the 5 matches as 

they didn’t remove our team from the scoring). Everyone was ok in the end but 

it did make it very hard to concentrate (that’s my excuse anyway). 

After the week of bridge we took in some more of Italy, culminating in Pienza 

for Michael’s birthday party which was another very good reason to have gone. 

The title of this article said ‘And Beyond’ – why you might ask? Well, health 

permitting, we are off to Opatjia Croatia in June 2019 for the next Europeans. A 

little more experienced and hoping to do better. 

Ciao 

Sam and Jo Simpson  

PS. The lead was the Ace of Diamonds with Jo showing out so an easy ruff. 

Why the AD? Why not? There is no reason not to… no hints of anything else to 

lead from the bidding and when dummy hits you may see a better switch or get 

a signal from partner. It’s not always right but maybe 60% of the time. 
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Sam, Michael, Vivien, Jo, Steph and Tom              Our first international online appearance!  

 

60th Jubilee Celebrations 

 

Congratulations to the Committee for the enjoyable night we had celebrating 

our 60th Jubilee. As always, they excelled themselves with good food, 

entertainment and best of all atmosphere. A special thanks also to Ruth 

Sweatman for her fabulous contribution to the entertainment team. Well done 

and thank you to everyone who helped to put it together. 

 

A report of the night… 

 

It started with a welcome from our President, Pat Ware 

and greetings from the Chair of NZ Bridge, Alan 

Dormer. After dinner, our guest speaker was Michael 

Ware, the top ranked player in NZ.  Pat Ware wanted so 

much to claim him as her son along with his 7000+ A 

points !  

 

The jubilee cake was cut by Gill Friis, our longest 

serving member. There was a trip down memory lane 

with photos of Tauranga in the 50s and members over 

the years, dressed up (and down) as only Tauranga 

members know how to do.  

 

A highlight of the evening was Christine Grant winning a spot prize which was 

a game of bridge with Alan Turner.  The squeal of delight was worth 

seeing.  The evening ended in a 1950s style sing-a-long lead by our very 

capable Ruth Sweatman, ending in a trail of people dancing around the 

room.  Thank you all for celebrating our special milestone.  Next one is out 75th 

Jubilee in 2032 so mark it in your diaries, everyone ! 

 

If you go to the NZB website and read the 4th Newsletter from the Chair, 

Tauranga gets honourable mention. 
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Class of 2017 

 

The Committee and members welcome the class who graduated last week.   A 

big thank you to Amanda Smith and her helpers for their great work introducing 

the Class of 2017 to the wonderful game of bridge. 

 

 2017 Boston Cup 

 

Won this year by the men! Alan Turner, Sam Simpson, Graham Young and 

Malcolm Christie. The Handicap event was won by Margaret Mangos, Marie 

Duncanson, Erika Schofield  and Margaret Guy 

 

Once again a great occasion. On the last night, and for 

the first time, 2 teams had the same theme, so they 

joined forces to parade as one.  They reckon they did 

the Topp Twins proud. 
 

New Rules 

 

Every ten years, the World Bridge Federation review the rules and 1st August, 

2017 is the year for the update.  We note some have not yet caught up with the 

changes in 2007, so hopefully players will become familiar with these changes 

as soon as possible.  Some Directors attended a seminar recently about the 

changes and the new rule book is out for anyone wishing to purchase one for 

approx $20.  When we get notes on key changes, we will make them available 

to members. One small change is around making a claim.  In the past, once a 

player claims, the hand cannot be played out.  The new rule allows for the hand 

to be played, so long as all 4 players (including Dummy) agrees to playing it 

out. If there is disagreement to the validity of the claim, then call Director, as 

per the normal practice. 

 

Historical Hiccups  #4 - From ‘Eve’ 

 

The house of Borgia was a noble Italo-Spanish family which rose to prominence 

during the Italian Renaissance. In 1492 the family produced its second pope – 

Rodrigo Borgia became Papa Alessandro VI. He ruled the Vatican for eleven 

years, forging powerful alliances by the marriages of his offspring (and 

dissolving those same marriages when fortunes changed). He also enjoyed 

politics, the odd orgy – and the odd hand of bridge. 

 

In early February 1498 he gathered together his son Cesare, his daughter 

Lucrezia and (with no-one better on offer) his Spanish chamberlain Pedro 

Calderon. It was with considerable unease that the Spaniard faced his partner, 
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the Pope; the Borgia family motto “Aut Caesar, aut nihil” (either a Caesar or 

nothing) spoke volumes of his expectations.  

 

Pedro dealt and fanned his cards: ♠J75   ♥AKQJ84   ♦A952   ♣ - . Seven tricks 

for sure, possibly eight... should he open 1♥ and then jump to 3♥? Should he 

take the optimistic view and open 2♥? ... or was that a weak bid in the Pope’s 

system? (He’d forgotten to ask!) He dithered... ‘Perotto!!!’ thundered the Pope. 

‘M-m-mi scusi, Papa’, he stammered, and opened ‘Un cuore ‘. Cesare, on his 

left, passed and the Pope confidently bid ‘Due fiori’. Lucrezia, tossing her long, 

blonde hair, intervened with ‘Due picche’. Pedro continued with ‘T-t-tre cuori’ 

– and soon found himself in game. Cesare led the S2; these were the hands:  
  

    Papa Alessandro VI 

     K43 

     103 

     K874 

     AQJ5 

2      AQ10986 

 762      94 

Cesare  J63      Q10   Lucrezia

  K109763     842 

     J75 

     AKQJ85 

     A952 

     - 

    Pedro Calderon      

       

Lucrezia quickly took the first two tricks and returned a third spade for her 

brother to ruff. Cesare exited with a trump, which Pedro took in his hand then 

drew the last trumps with the H10 in dummy. Now what? The diamond suit had 

a certain loser... it looked as though his only hope was a ruffing finesse in clubs 

– a 50% chance, anyway... So, after a silent prayer to his patron saint, he cashed 

the CA and led the Q, throwing his second diamond. Triumphantly Cesare 

pounced! 

 

‘Stupido!!’ fumed the Pope. ‘Perche lo hai fatto?’ (Why did you do that?)  

Pedro trembled. ‘Era l’unica possibilita... cinquanta percento, no?’ ‘NO!!!’ 

thundered the Pope – and went on to explain, in furious tones, how the presence 

of nine minor suit cards in Cesare’s hand lowered those odds considerably. His 

face became grimmer as he pointed out that that same fact led to the obvious 

line of play – a squeeze on Cesare’s holdings. After taking the CA and returning 

to his hand with a club ruff, Pedro should have played out all his hearts, 

retaining a club honour in dummy. On the play of the final heart, West must 

discard from ♦J63   ♣K      Contract made! 
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The Pope nodded – almost imperceptibly – to Lucrezia, who immediately leapt 

to her feet and poured a glass of wine which she offered to the crestfallen Pedro. 

He eyed it – and the very large ring on her finger – suspiciously... Rumour had 

it that the jewel was actually a container for a deadly poison. Surely she 

wouldn’t?... They had been lovers once... but... ‘Non bevo vino’ he mumbled. 

The Pope glanced at his son in a meaningful fashion before dismissing the 

foursome. Pedro’s heart sank; it was common knowledge that Cesare had 

murdered his own older brother the year before. 

 

Several days later, on February 14, 1498, Pedro Calderon’s body was found in 

the Tiber. 

 

Footnote 1:   One would assume that the unfortunate Pedro’s patron saint was 

not Valentine. 

 

Footnote 2:   In modern times, he might have been familiar with the quote from 

Armenian professional footballer Henrikh Mkhitaryan: “When we’re leading 

during the game, we have to squeeze the opponent.”   

 

Etiquette #7 

Thanks to those members who hand me things to print in Finesse. This comes 

from one of those offerings. 

 

Are you a good partner? How many of these 10 tips for being a good partner are 

you able to tick? 

 

 Never say anything to your partner unless you would want them to say it 

to you 

 Never criticise your partner for a normal auction because it didn’t work 

this time 

 Remember that you and your partner are on the same side 

 Trust your partner – do not assume that they have made a mistake 

 Think twice before analysis. Do not embarrass yourself with a hasty, 

inaccurate comment 

 Never side with an opponent against your partner, If you cannot support 

partner, say nothing 

 Sympathise with partner if they make a mistake. Let you partner know 

you like them, and always root for them 100% 

 Try to picture problems from partner’s point of view. Seek the bid or play 

that will make their life easier. 

 When you want to consult another player about a disaster, ask about your 

hand, not your partner’s. 
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 Although it may be unfashionable, it really is ok to be pleasant to a 

partner with whom you also happen to live. 

   
 Tournament Results 
 

27 May Te Puke Intermediate Pairs 5B  

2nd Janice Simpson & Eric Burnie (Whakatane)  

 

28 May Bay Pairs - Round 2 (Tauranga)  

1st Christine Gibbons & Jenna Gibbons (Te Puke)  

4th Heather Melville & Judy McLeod  

5th Brenda Birss & Pamela Pedersen  

 

3-5 Jun Auckland Queen’s Birthday Weekend Congress  

Congress Pairs 10A  

4th Jo Simpson & Sam Simpson  

Congress Open Teams 10A  

1st Jo Simpson, Sam Simpson and team-mates  

 

3-5 Jun Hawkes Bay Congress  

Congress Pairs 10A  

7th Rachelle Pelkman & Murray Wood  

Congress Teams 10A  

1st Rachelle Pelkman, Murray Wood & team-mates  

3rd Christine Gibbons & team-mates  

Congress Intermediate Teams 5B  

5th June Hagan, Peter Hagan, Chris Andrews, Megan Wackrow  

 

11 Jun Bay Pairs  

Round 3 (Mount Maunganui)  

1st Rachelle Pelkman & Murray Wood  

2nd Kate Terry & Judy Pawson  

4th Alan Turner & Stephen Francks  

5th Pat Ware & Bruce Inglis  

 

17 Jun Tauranga Intermediate Pairs 5B  

1st Rosalind Phillips & Jill Ussher  

3rd Joan Cunliffe & Margaret Adams  

Session Prizes  

Jocelyn Buchanan & Lorraine Murrie  

Bruce Ballard & Malcolm Christie  

Jan Johnstone & Janice Simpson  
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17 Jun Tauranga Junior Pairs 3B  

3rd Diane Blumsom & Helen Moffatt  

Session Prizes  

Vivienne Band & Gwenyth Edwards  

Patty Spencer & Lyn Bailie  

 

17 Jun Tauranga Novice Pairs  

1st Bruce Woolley & Barbara Kelly  

2nd Jill Stewart & Kathy Abel  

3rd Cathy Burgess & Graham Burgess  

4th Keryn O’Brien & Steve O’Brien  

 

24 Jun Rotorua Open Pairs 5A  

Session Prize  

Rachelle Pelkman & Murray Wood  

 

09 Jul Bay Pairs  

Round 4 Te Puke  

1st Christine Gibbons & Jenna Gibbons (Te Puke)  

2nd Alan Turner & Stephen Franks  

3rd Jan Gyenge & Karen Martelletti  

4th Rachelle Pelkman & Murry Wood  

 

Final results Bay Pairs Overall  

1st Rachelle Pelkman & Murray Wood  

2nd Alan Turner & Stephen Francks  

4th Kate Terry & Judy Pawson  

  

Club event winners:  

Michael Toner Law Boston Cup Teams  

On Scratch  

1st Magz 118.58  

Malcolm Christie, Graham Young, Alan Turner, Sam Simpson  

2nd TOPP 114.18  

Judy Pawson, Judy McLeod, Amanda Smith, Christine Gibbons  

3rd Kiwi Team 97.84  

Margaret Mangos, Marie Duncanson, Erika Schofield, Margaret Guy  

 

On Handicap  

1st Kiwi Team 114.67  

Margaret Mangos, Marie Duncanson, Erika Schofield, Margaret Guy  

2nd Divas 107.76  

Lorna Pearson, Christine Grant, Jackie Reynish, Jane Church, Jill Stewart  

3rd Magz 106.44  
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Malcolm Christie, Graham Young, Alan Turner, Sam Simpson 

  

Travelcom Intermediate Championship Singles  

Best 4 of 5 Scores to Count  

1st Jan Gyenge 236.93  

2nd Stacey Hilton 236.39  

3rd Janice Simpson 231.51  

4th Brenda Brettkelly 231.31  

5th June Hagan 227.77  

 

Metlifecare Greenwood Park Junior Championship Pairs  

Best 4 of 5 Scores to Count  

1st Angela Newton & Mike Newton 258.42  

2nd Jill Stewart & Kathy Abel 242.86  

3rd Pam Miles & Adele Gray 223.03  

4th Keryn O’Brien & Steve O’Brien 215.87  

5th Andrea Cawley & Kevin Dawson 214.48  

 

Somerset Cottage Restaurant Championship Teams  

1st JKs 122.08  

Julie Sheridan, Karen Martelletti, Judy Pawson, Kate Terry  

2nd Young 97.09  

Shirley Bain, Graham Young, Grace Mountfort, Derek Webb  

3rd Scott 96.19  

Judy McLeod, Christine Gibbons, Ron Scott, Alan Turner  

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures from the various latest events. 

 

60th Jubilee. 
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Boston Cup 
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A BIG thank you to our sponsors without whom we would not be able to have 

competitions! Please help in return by supporting their businesses. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Althorpe Village 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Andrea Cawley - Eves 

Baybat Batteries NZ Ltd Bay City Rentals 

Blomquist’s Bakery Brookfield Amcal Pharmacy 

Café Istanbul Café Versailles 

Car Air BOP Ltd Ceiling Fan Company 

Champers hair Studio Cherrywood Shoes 

Cobblestone Court Motel Digital Photographics and Video 

Duyvestyn Drainage Farmer Motor Group 

Fraser Manor Fusion Coffee Company 

Heirloom Kitchens Ingham Mora Accountancy 

Jackson Reeves - Lawyers Martelletti Consulting 

Michael Toner law Mount Mantua maker 

Neighbourhood Beer Kitchen Ngatai Ltd 

Omanu Orcas Phil Mangos – Bayleys Lifestyle 

Real Estate 

Prestige framing Shelley’s Hair Design 

Somerset Cottage Restaurant Summit Motor lodge 

Tauriko Players Te Puna Comes to Town 

Thea Straub - Harcourts The Local Plumber 

 

 

 

 

 


